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The central theme of this thesis is the development of highly sensitive liquid 

chromatography - mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) assays for protein 

quantification in biological matrices without the use of antibodies. Generic 

sample preparation approaches have the advantage of avoiding some of the 

problematic aspects that may arise when using antibodies (see Table 2 of 

Chapter 2 for a SWOT analysis of the pros and cons of the antibody-free 

workflows). Antibodies can be time-consuming and costly to produce and it is 

sometimes difficult to maintain the same quality from batch to batch. This has 

led to problems with the reproducibility of a number of commercially produced 

immunoassays and, consequently, to poor inter-laboratory comparability. To 

develop optimal sample preparation strategies based on solid-phase extraction 

(SPE), a detailed understanding of the physico-chemical properties of the 

protein of interest in comparison to those of the major interfering proteins in the 

sample is required and much attention has to be devoted to this aspect.  

 

The number of approved protein-based biopharmaceuticals entering the market 

has increased considerably over recent years.1 This puts pressure on rapid 

method development and increases the demand for more generic approaches, 

like antibody-free LC-MS/MS methods. While pM detection of proteins in 

complex biological samples has long been the realm of immunoassays, we show 

in this thesis that antibody-free LC-MS/MS approaches start to reach detection 

at the same concentration range.    

 

A literature review in chapter 2 discusses the wide range of possibilities for 

antibody-free workflows that may be applied prior to LC-MS/MS protein 

quantification. Due to the large size of proteins, these workflows generally 

include an enzymatic digestion step to cleave the larger proteins into smaller 

signature peptides. This is done because peptides are more amenable to mass 

spectrometry due to their better ionization and fragmentation properties. The 

review also details that LC-MS/MS analysis of medium- and high-abundant 

proteins may not require an enrichment at all. If more sensitivity is needed, 

enrichment may be applied at the protein level prior to digestion or at the 

signature peptide level after protein digestion. Moreover, the possibility of 

antibody-free affinity-based enrichment is discussed, for example targeting 
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post-translational modifications (PTMs) or certain amino acids in proteins that 

have an affinity for metal ions. 

 

The antibody-free LC-MS/MS methods described in chapters 3-5 of this thesis 

allow the quantification of different forms of the cytokine tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF)-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL): the wild type human 

recombinant form, a protein engineered death receptor 4- (DR4-) specific 

variant and the endogenously occurring, soluble form of the protein.  

 

In chapter 3 we describe an antibody-free LC-MS/MS method that is able to 

discriminate the closely related DR4-specific variant rhTRAIL4C7 from wild 

type rhTRAIL and to measure both forms simultaneously with a lower limit of 

quantitation of 20 ng/mL (350 pM) in 100 µL of human or mouse serum. 

Enrichment is performed by Ni2+-immobilized metal affinity chromatography to 

which the rhTRAIL variants show considerable affinity, because of exposed 

histidine residues on the surface of the protein. After enrichment, proteins are 

digested and signature peptides, showing the highest sensitivity and allowing 

discrimination of the rhTRAIL variant from wild-type rhTRAIL, are selected 

for quantification by LC-MS/MS. Methionine-containing peptides are fully 

oxidized to their sulfoxides to avoid that possible variability in the oxidation 

status of the methionine residues during sample preparation and subsequent 

analysis would lead to a loss in accuracy and precision. Absolute quantification 

is achieved using 15N-metabolically labeled internal standards of both variants 

to correct for possible losses during enrichment at the protein level and the 

digestion into signature peptides. The method was fully validated according to 

international guidelines and its suitability was proven by analysis of the 

pharmacokinetic profiles of both variants, which were simultaneously dosed to 

mice. Simultaneous analysis of these closely related rhTRAIL variants, having a 

difference of only a few amino acids, clearly demonstrates the selectivity of the 

described antibody-free LC-MS/MS method.  
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In chapter 4, a method is presented in which IMAC enrichment is extended 

with an initial strong cation exchange (SCX) SPE step and in which the LC 

separation is miniaturized using a microfluidic, chip-based LC-MS interface. 

SCX was selected, because the isoelectric point (pI) of TRAIL (8.9) is high 

compared to that of the most abundant serum proteins that are co-enriched by 

IMAC. This provides an improved sample clean-up and, consequently, an 

increase in sensitivity in human serum down to 0.5 ng/mL (8.8 pM) for 

rhTRAILWT, which is close to the LLOQ of 0.2 ng/mL (3.5 pM) for a validated 

ELISA that was used in Phase-I clinical studies. For application in mouse 

serum, this methodology allows to use a five-fold reduced sample volume of 20 

µL while maintaining LLOQ’s of 2 ng/mL (35 pM) for rhTRAILWT and 10 

ng/mL (175 pM) for rhTRAIL4C7, respectively. This offers the possibility of 

monitoring a complete pharmacokinetic curve by sampling from a single mouse 

instead of sacrificing one mouse for each time point.  

 

In chapter 5, SCX enrichment was used at the peptide instead of at the protein 

level. This allowed, for the first time, to quantify soluble TRAIL (sTRAIL) at 

endogenous levels by LC-MS/MS down to a level of 3 pM in sputum and 

saliva. The suitability of the developed method was assessed by comparing the 

sputum and saliva levels of sTRAIL from healthy controls and asthma patients.  

 

Extending our strategy to other rhTRAIL variants seems feasible as long as 

there are signature peptides available that offer sufficient sensitivity and that 

allow discrimination of the variants. Analytical methods could be developed to 

quantify multiple DR4- or DR5-specific variants in one analysis. Furthermore, 

supporting combination therapies with DR4- and DR5-specific variants are 

options in terms of developing more effective and safe treatment regimens for 

humans.  
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It would also be interesting to extend the antibody-free LC-MS/MS approach to 

other members of the TNF superfamily, since the physico-chemical properties 

of sTRAIL overlap with some of the other members, like Lymphotoxin α 

(TNFβ) and the a-proliferation inducing ligand (APRIL). All three members 

contain multiple histidines that are exposed on the surface (Figure 1) and share 

an elevated isoelectric point of 8.9 in rhTRAIL, 9.0 in TNFβ and 9.4 in APRIL.  

Figure 1 Molecular protein models of the monomers of the TNF superfamily members: 

(A) sTRAIL, (B) lymphotoxin α (TNFβ) and (C) a-proliferation-inducing ligand 

(APRIL).2–4 Surface-exposed histidines providing affinity for immobilized Ni2+ ions are 

visualized in black. 

In the case of APRIL, it would be interesting to combine the analysis with that 

of TRAIL, because both cytokines have been shown up-regulated in serum of 

patients with the autoimmune disease systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).5,6 

Combining these biomarker proteins into a biomarker panel could help improve 

the sensitivity and specificity of assays to diagnose SLE.7 The same approach 

could also be applied for distinguishing protein isoforms caused by alternative 

DNA splicing.8,9 For this method, the protein enrichment should also be based 

on joint physico-chemical properties and the signature peptides should contain 

the specific amino acids. Moreover, protein isoforms containing post-translation 

modification (glycosylation or phosphorylation) might occur, which could even 

offer new possibilities for sample pretreatment, such as lectin and IMAC 

enrichment.  

 

The results of this thesis show multiple benefits of approaching and developing 
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LC-MS/MS analytics for proteins with a focus on their physico-chemical 

properties. For example, a protein analyte with a high pI compared to the most 

abundant matrix protein in serum, albumin (pI 5.3), can be enriched by SCX-

SPE. Another example is that exposed histidines on the outer surface of a 

protein may be used for its enrichment by IMAC. When performing sample 

preparation at the protein level, it is important to be aware of the protein size, 

the low diffusivity of proteins and the need for suitable protein or peptide 

internal standards.10 These limitations are less problematic at the peptide level, 

but proteolytic digestion of all proteins in protein-rich matrices results in a 

multitude of highly similar peptides next to the signature peptides of interest.  

 

A lot of available knowledge in the field of preparative-scale protein 

purification has not been fully exploited for application on analytical-scale 

protein sample enrichment. Oftentimes, preparative-scale protein purification 

uses engineered affinity tags on recombinant protein. This is because of the high 

yields that can be achieved in purities, the large choice of possibilities for 

enrichment and the fact that these tags are easily removed after purification by 

proteolytic digestion.11 A very commonly applied affinity tag is a polyhistidine-

tag containing multiple histidines, which supports IMAC enrichment. The 

knowledge that is already available on a preparative scale could also be used for 

enrichment on analytical-scale based on naturally exposed histidines with an 

affinity to IMAC. It is even shown that the his-tag does not always need to be 

removed after purification and before administering it in a pre-clinical study. 

Therefore, the his-tag could also be used for enrichment on analytical-scale.12        

 

Taking advantage of the physico-chemical properties at the peptide level for 

enrichment allows for gaining selectivity and ultimately sensitivity as shown in 

Chapter 4. Peptides with multiple positively charged amino acids (arginine, 

lysine or histidine) are suitable for SCX-SPE and peptides containing multiple 

negatively charged amino acids (aspartic acid or glutamic acid) are suitable for 

anion exchange (AEX)-SPE.13 As our understanding and the number of 

validated, antibody-free methods grow, this way of method development will 

allow for more generic protein bioanalytics, setting the stage for applying them 

to a wider range of protein biomarkers and protein biopharmaceuticals.  
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